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Supplies:
- 4 ¼" x 11" Cardstock piece
- 3 ½" x 5" Neutral Cardstock for back slider
- 2" x 3 ½" Neutral Cardstock for front slider
- 3" x 3 ½" Neutral Cardstock for main image (front of card)
- Coordinating cardstock for additional layers, if desired
- Glue Dots
- Stamps
- Ink
- Embellishments
- Bone Folder
- Red Tacky Tape
- Adhesive
- Word Window Punch
- ½" Circle Punch
- Dimensionals (pop-dots)
- Scrap Cardstock

Step One:
Score 4 ¼" x 11” piece of cardstock at 5 ½" with scoring tool.

Step Two:
If desired, patterned paper or additional layers and,  using 
adhesive,  add to the card base.
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Double Slider Tutorial
Chris Dickinson filmed this fun motion card. The double slide here is delightful.
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Step Three:
Stamp and color the images. Optional step: Using adhesive, 
mount on coordinating cardstock.

Step Four:
Take the Word Window Punch and slide it all the way in, 
about an inch and a half from the score line. Punch through 
any additional layers that may have been added.

Step Five:
Slide the Word Window punch over about half of the length 
of the punch and punch again. Turn the card stock over and 
punch equal, parallel slots on the card front.

Step Six:
Turn the card stock over and punch equal, parallel slots on the 
card front.

Step Seven:
Take the half inch circle punch and punch four circles out of a scrap paper. Add a dimensional to TWO of the half inch circles.
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Step Ten:
On the front of the card stock, add the mini glue dots to the circles. Adhere the 2" x 3 ½" piece of stamped neutral card stock to 
the glue dots. Be sure to have those centered so that the main image will cover the slider portion. 

Step Eight:
Open the 4 ¼" x 11" card base and place the two circles with dimensionals inside along the bottom of each slot. Remove protec-
tive strip from the dimensional and place the two circles on top of the dimensionals.

Step Nine:
Keeping the card base open, center the 3 ½" x 5" piece of neutral cardstock for back slider to line up in the center of the top of the 
card. The image should be facing towards the front of the card. Do NOT use adhesive on that piece of card stock. Add mini glue 
dots to the circles and close the card, the glue dots will adhere to the 3 ½" x 5" piece of neutral cardstock for the back slider.
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Step Twelve:
Pull out the back slider. Use a punch or a ribbon to create a 
pull tab to help the sliders pull out.

Step Thirteen:
Open the card and add Tacky Tape along the sides of the Back 
Slider. Remove protective strip and close card to adhere. 
Finish card as desired.

Finished Card:
Artist: Chris Dickinson

Stamps: Mark’s Finest Papers

Step Eleven:
Create an image for the front panel and mat if desired. Add dimensionals/pop dots to the back side on the sides only. Remove 
protective strips and center over the slider image. Be sure that the slider image is not blocked by any dimensionals and that the 
sliders and stamped images are visible and slide easily.  
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Finished Card:
Artist: Chris Dickinson
Stamps: I Brake For Stamps, Stampin’ Up!
©1998-2012 Stampin’ Up!®

Finished Card:
Artist: Hetty Sanders
Stamps: Stampin’ Up!
©1998-2012 Stampin’ Up!®
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Finished Card:
Artist: Beth Norman
Stamps: Stampin’ Up!
©1998-2012 Stampin’ Up!®

Finished Card:
Artist: Beth Norman
Stamps: Susana’s Custom Art and Card Design, Stampin’ Up!
Paper: Paper Temptress, Mark’s Finest Papers 
©1998-2012 Stampin’ Up!®


